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Digital signatures are a vital part of the digital world. The trust factor in the digital world is ensured with
a digital signature. Over the evolution, the purpose remained constant, but the applicability and frontier
continued to evolve, thus raising the demand for continuous performance, security level and computational
improvement. Especially with emerging IoT, blockchain and cryptocurrency, the digital signature security
level and performance improvement demand continue to rise. A digital signature scheme (DSS) is used
to generate signatures. This paper investigates the widely used elliptic curve digital signature algorithm
(ECDSA) and its application to blockchain and IoT. Then, we performed an empirical comparison of
ECDSA with the Edwards curve digital signature algorithm (EdDSA). The study concludes by showing
that EdDSA is superior to ECDSA and can be applied in blockchain and IoT domains to reap immediate
benefits.

Povzetek: Avtorja primerjata dve metodi generiranja varnih digitalnih podpisov in pokažeta, da je EdDSA
boljša kot ECDSA.

1 Introduction

Since the evolution of digital technology, digital signatures
have played a vital role in providing integrity and security
to the system. The rapid advancement and technological re-
quirements did not leave the digital signature dormant, and
they kindled the advancement needed for its coexistence.
The transition could be observed in the rapid transforma-
tion from RSA to elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) and
toward the advanced elliptic curve digital signature algo-
rithm (ECDSA). These evolutions captured the researcher’s
attention, and ECDSA was mainly adopted due to its su-
periority in providing enhanced security with smaller keys
and less operational space. This study aims to find a better
performing alternative to ECDSA that can cater to IoT and
blockchain based applications. The remaining part of this
section introduces the digital signature, digital signature al-
gorithm, and elliptic curve cryptography.

1.1 Digital signature

The digital signature (DS) is generated from a standard
algorithm called the digital signature algorithm (DSA),
which has to follow a specified standard scheme as put
forth in the digital signature scheme (DSS). National In-
stitute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and security
council groups reviewed, tested, and described these stan-
dards. A digital signature authenticates identity, detects

unauthorised data manipulation, guarantees against data
tamper and is the only way for nonrepudiation in the digital
world. Nonrepudiation assures evidence to the third party
by the signatory. Later, the signatory cannot deny the ac-
tivity with the third party or repudiate the sign [1].

The Figure 1 on page 277 shows that digital signatures
provide authenticity, integrity and nonrepudiation.

Figure 1: Application of Digital signature.

1.2 Digital signature algorithm
To achieve digital signatures, several forms of secure
cryptographic standards of the digital signature algorithm
(DSA) can be deployed. Figure 2 on page 278 shows dig-
itally signed node interactions in an IoT domain. These
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standards vary on the basic arithmetic operation involved,
modular exponentiation and discrete logarithmic problem.
DSA has a generic systematic flow for key generation, mes-
sage signing, and verification; the standard provides de-
terministic and nondeterministic output. Generally, deter-
ministic factors are considered to be safer and more se-
cure.Evolution and demand brought in the need for mod-
ern cryptography, ECC. ECC was considered a successor
to conventional DSA because it provided a shorter key,
shorter signature, higher security and better performance.
DSA, based on ECC, worked on cyclic groups of an ellip-
tic curve over a finite field and difficult was based on the
elliptic curve discrete logarithmic problem (ECDLP). The
widely used variants are the ECDSA and Edwards curve
digital signature algorithm (EdDSA).

Figure 2: Digitally signed IoT node interaction in a con-
nected domain.

1.3 Elliptic curve cryptography
ECDSA and EdDSA are among the variants of ECC
with different curves as shown in Figure 3 on page 279.
ECDSA, is based on the ElGamal signature and works on
the group elements. The ECDSA computes a hash based on
random keys, these random keys open a potential vulnera-
bility, and the attacker can use it to gain an advantage. To
overcome this, a non-deterministic variant based on HMAC
(Hash message authentication code)became an alternative.
EdDSA is the successor to ECDSA with fast DSA using
Edwards curves Ed25519 and Ed448. EdDSA a variant of
deterministic Schnorr’s signature; solves the inherent prob-
lem of ECDSA. EdDSA is simple, secure and fast; unlike
ECDSA, it relies on discrete logarithmic problems. Table
1 on page 279 shows various curve forms, their representa-
tion, plot and summary.

The article is structured as follows; Section 2 presents
the objective and contribution. Section 3 illustrates the ex-
isting literature and application of digital signatures. Sec-
tion 4 compares the elliptic and Edwards curve basic op-
erations and metric of functional operations. Section 5
presents discussion and Section 6 concludes this article.

2 Objective & contributions
This work aims to perform an empirical study on ECDSA
vs EdDSA and provide evidence-based results to prove
that EdDSA has performance advantages. We collected
evidence-based on the existing state-of-the-art current re-
search in the fields of 1) the application of digital signa-
tures, 2) the application of elliptic curve in blockchain, 3)
the application of elliptic and Edwards curve in the IoT, 4)
Schnorr’s signature application, and 5) The application of
Schnorr’s-based aggregate signature in blockchain.In ad-
dition 6) Attribute to attribute comparison studies on Ed-
wards curve DSA vs ECDSA help us demonstrate our
stands on the superiority of the Edwards curve.

3 Literature review
In this section, we review the literature based on five broad
questions. 1.How researchers have used digital signatures
for blockchain and IoT based applications? 2.How does
ECC find its application in blockchain, and what benefits
they provide? 3.How elliptic and Edwards curves keep
IoT devices secure and resources optimal? 4.How does
Schnorr’s signature help generate multiple signs and its
advantage in blockchain-based applications? 5.How ag-
gregate signatures have added value in blockchain appli-
cations? The review of the existing research proved the
cumulative advantage and provided guidance for better al-
ternative choices when designing future systems.

3.1 Digital signature
In this sub-section research works on various applications
of Digital signatures are reviewed and presented.

[6] conducted a review of the existing DSA, RSA,
ECDSA, and EdDSA and highlighted that DSA operations
based on algebraic properties forming public-key cryp-
tosystems can mutually authenticate. [7] implemented a
self-sufficient library X64ECC for ECC that supported ba-
sic cryptographic functions such as key exchange, Zero
Knowledge Proofs, and digital signature. The library was
able to accelerates mission-critical arithmetic operations by
leveraging the compiler intrinsic. [8] proposed a new pub-
lic key scheme by implementing a twisted Edwards curve
model. The secure message transmission in this scheme
was ensured by using the property of one way, indistin-
guishability (IND) under chosen-plaintext attack (CPA),
chosen-ciphertext attack (CCA) and the variant of other
digital signature algorithms. [9] developed an ECC proces-
sor based on the Edwards25519 curve implemented using
FPGA for increased speed, reduced area, and simple arith-
metic with efficient hardware using projective coordinates.
[10] proposed using EdDSA with SHA-512 for Bitcoin as
it would help in better security and efficiency compared
with existing secp256k1 with hash SHA-265.[11] proposed
a new method for counting the order of Edwards Curve
(Ed) and elliptic curves over a finite field that can be used
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Curve form Representation Plot Summary
Edwards ax2 + y2 = 1 + dx2y2 a)xˆ2 + yˆ2 = 1-299 xˆ2 yˆ2 fast and complete

Weierstrass y2 = x3 + ax + b b) yˆ2 = xˆ3 - 0.5 x + 0.8 form is slow,trusted and in-
complete

Jacobi-quartic y 2 = x 4 + 2ax 2 + 1 c) xˆ2 = yˆ4 - 1.9 yˆ2 + 1 has the capacity for extensions

Hessian ax 3 + y 3 + 1= dxy d) xˆ3 - yˆ3 + 1 = 0.3 x y has a uniform and week repre-
sentation

Table 1: Curves and represents [2] [3] [4] [5].

Figure 3: Plot of Curves a) Edwards, b) Weierstrass, c) Jacobi-quartic and d) Hessian.

for fast group operations with less complexity. The pro-
posed method determines whether the curve is supersin-
gular over a finite field. [12] cryptographically implement
a simple Maps connecting Kummer, Montgomery curves
and twisted Edwards lines. It was also evident that we
can propose a low-power, low-area FPGA implementation
of the Edwards curve and Montgomery curve [13]. In the
method, the EdDSA provides faster digital signatures than
existing schemes. [14] suggested secure and efficient soft-
ware implementation of EdCDH, and EdDSA using SIMD
parallel processing and obtained high performance.[15] fo-
cused on the Edwards curve to increase the performance
and security over binary fields to overcome side-channel
attacks. [16] implemented ECC on an FPGA with more
speed, less area, and side-channel attack resistance. The
processor supports point multiplication on different deriva-
tives and achieves accelerated point multiplication with
minimal hardware utilisation.[17] evaluated Montgomery-
Twisted-Edwards and ECC implementations on IoT de-
vices based on three different factors - ROM, RAM, and ex-
ecution time. Their study provides reference results for the
transition from legacy ECC to MoTE-ECC. [18] proposed
a flexible Pedersen commitment implementation based on
elliptic curves in twisted Edwards form, which helped to
improve security, adaptive data size, and data point flexi-
bility.[19] investigated optimal prime fields for lightweight
ECC implementation, focusing on performance and secu-
rity.[20] performed a comparative study of algorithms for
batch verification of Edwards curve digital signatures and
showed that small batch size algorithms S2’ and SP yield
better speedup results than the default algorithm N’.

Table 2 on page 280 shows various applications of Digi-
tal signature.

3.2 Application of elliptic curve
cryptography in blockchain

In this sub-section research works on various applications
of Elliptic curve cryptography in blockchain are reviewed
and presented.

[22] proposed a four-layer framework for decentralised
privacy-preserving management for electronic medical
records using blockchain with Elliptic curve based digi-
tal signatures and content extraction signature(CES) and
achieved access control and data privacy.[23] deployed an
EMR on a blockchain-based infrastructure and mitigated a
single point of failure on electronic medical records. ECC
and ECDSA provide the security backbone for all oper-
ations. The major problems in the Bitcoin system were
solved by employing ECDSA to circumvent security traps
and generate new keys for each transaction, thereby im-
proving security against attacks [24]. Increasing the num-
ber of electric vehicles and the internet of electric vehicles
bring trust issues into the environment [25] exploited the
use of blockchain and smart contracts to bring trust and
tackle disputes in energy trading. [26] used blockchain-
based mobile crowd sensing application for collective in-
telligence, and blockchain aided in keeping the process
decentralised, secure, fast, optimised storage and privacy
preserved. [27] proposed a modified ECC based on iden-
tity and derived an Elliptic curve access control mechanism
and a lightweight digital signature algorithm to ensure data
privacy and security. [28] employed ECC and a certifi-
cateless aggregate system(CAS) to achieve traceability, in-
tegrity and secure storage of electronic health records. The
use of ECC and CAS helped to safeguard from unautho-
rised access when utilising the cloud storage. [29] build a
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EC / DSS / DSA Domain Solution #

Edwards
Curve

Cryptocurrency
Security enhancement

[10]Efficiency improvement

General

Security enhancement [8]
Security enhancement [11]
Security enhancement

[12]Cost reduction
Optimal arithmetic
Performance improvement

[14]Optimal arithmetic
Reduced execution time
Performance improvement

[15]Security improvement
Speed improvement

[16]
Reduced space
Enhanced security
Optimal arithmetic
Security enhancement

[18]Runtime optimisation
Enhance computation speed [20]

Generic Review [6]

Table 2: Digital Signature applications in various domain.

designated verifier proof of assert (DV-POA) for currency
exchange entirely based on ECC making it provable, se-
cure and efficient. Voting requires great privacy, and the
real identity of the voter should not be exposed. Never-
theless, the voter should be a verifiable identity. [30] built
an E2E verifiable voting system based on blockchain. The
cryptography and signatures are supported by BLS over a
well-known elliptic curve providing a short signature and
voter anonymity. User privacy is the most difficult chal-
lenge to overcome in regard to data mining and sociolog-
ical mining. [31] created a blockchain-based privacy pro-
tection scheme with a ring signature and an elliptic curve
that adds privacy to data storage and performs anonymous
mining in a secure manner. Edge computing is always
resource-starved, and enhancement needs to be in place
for continuous improvement. [32] used an elliptic curve
cryptosystem to preserve privacy and eliminated attacks.
Their scheme was resilient with a computing environment
based on the random public key. Medical data integrity is
vital, while utilising cloud-based storage sufficient mech-
anism to protect the data needs to be employed. [33] em-
ployed ECDSA and build a lightweight auditing scheme
for medical data privacy. [34] built a security and pri-
vacy scheme for coin mixing using an elliptic curve dig-
ital signature scheme with standard ring signature. They
were able to achieve unforgeability with appreciable trans-
action efficiency. Unmanned aerial vehicles(UAVs) have
captured substantial market share, and privacy-preserving
and authentication have become growing issues in UAVs.
[35] proposed a solution based on ECC and DS to achieve
all the cryptography services required for UAV certifica-
tion. [36] presents signcryption using the advanced Elliptic
curve to protect the stringent legal and privacy required for
the E-prescription system. The use of ECC helped them

achieve the required protection in a low resource and com-
puting constraint environment. [37] used elliptic curve
cryptography to sign and encrypt data uploaded through
patient authorisation via third party proxies. The use of
ECC made their scheme light and suitable for authentica-
tion on cloud-based medical systems that provide comput-
ing and storage service to the healthcare domain. [38] sur-
vey demonstrated that most blockchain and cryptocurrency
used structured based on the elliptic curve digital signature
algorithm. Bitcoin mainly uses secp256k1 and assumed
to be a platform with high encryption and security.In [37]
they built a system based on an elliptic curve digital sig-
nature and practical Byzantine fault-tolerance, to achieve
security demanded by China’s electricity market.[39] used
signatures based on bilinear pairing and elliptic curves to
ensure transmission integrity and reliability for data secu-
rity of shared storage system based on a smart contract.
Compared with the traditional method, the application of
the elliptic curve reduced block confirmation and improved
transmission.[40] provided privacy enhancement to a Bit-
coin transaction by mixing an elliptic curve digital signa-
ture and ring signature scheme. The outcome resulted in
the users being able to identify the customer associated
with the address.[41] employed elliptic curve discrete log-
arithm and bilinear for aggregate signature to shorten and
compress a single signature. Their work demonstrated that
the signature size remained constant irrespective of multi-
ple inputs and outputs in the transaction. [75] the authors
applied and enhanced ECC based encryption and decryp-
tion of IoT data transmission to its core ecosystem. They
showed that application of ECC significantly help to im-
prove the overall performance.

Table 3 on page 281 shows various applications of ECC
in blockchain
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EC / DSS /
DSA Domain Solution #

ECC

Computation Key generation, Privacy-preserving, Security enhancement [32]
Egovernance Enhance security, Digital signature, Identity management [30]

Healthcare Storage optimisation, Efficiency improvement, Access control, Authen-
tication, Security enhancement, Privacy, Identity management

[22],[23],
[28],[36],
[37]

IoT Mobile Privacy, Authentication, Key generation, Privacy-preserving, Security
enhancement [35],[26]

Security Enhancement Enhance security, Runtime optimisation [42],[72]

ECDSA

Cloud Cloud storage Performance improvement, Security enhancement, Storage, Signature ,
Privacy, Data management

[27],[33],
[41],[31]

Cryptocurrency Signature generation verification, Provability, Privacy, Enhanced secu-
rity, Identity Key management

[29],[34],
[38],[40],
[24]

Electric vehicle Storage, Security enhancement, Privacy, protection [37],[25],
[39]

Table 3: Application of ECC in blockchain.

3.3 Edwards curve application in IoT

In this sub-section research works on various Edwards
curve applications in IoT are reviewed and presented.

[9] designed a public key generation with unified point
addition on twisted Edwards curve for IoT security. The
choice of Edwards curve for the digital signature was its
fast grouping operation and resistance to side-channel at-
tack, which was the drawback of elliptic curves. [43]
presented the need for public-key cryptography for IoT
based applications to provide exceptional efficiency, re-
duce resources and increase security levels in a small
setup. Using Edwards curve cryptography for resource and
power constrained IoT applications was an optimal choice.
[13] presented EdDSA implementation using ED25519 and
achieved reduced hardware implementation complexity for
IoT applications. The application of ECC is catching up
recently for IoT and allied application. [44] proposed the
Edwards curve to optimise the power and memory con-
sumption in a physical device. [45] presented a fast, low
power and highly secure cryptography for IoT by using
a binary Edwards curve. They were able to achieve opti-
mised curve arithmetic and provide the performance ben-
efit of intrinsic security for IoT devices against physical
attacks. ECC is widely used for keys, encryption, decryp-
tion and digital signatures. [21] used a twisted Edwards
curve variant and demonstrated performance improvement
on target platform. Verification of digital signature from
ECDSA requires double scalar multiplication. These is-
sues result in speed and size issues in IoT applications. [76]
enhanced Edwards curve to achieve nonrepudiation in IoT
blockchain ecosystem. [19] Their work demonstrates the
use of the Edwards curve and showcases how they can re-
duce implementation space, and operational cost and per-
form fast verification.

Table 4 on page 282 summarises on how the Edwards
curve is used in IoT for security enhancement.

3.4 Schnorr’s signature for multi-signature

In this sub-section research works on various applications
of Schnorr’s signature for Multi-signature are reviewed and
presented.

A digital signature is the building block of a transaction
in the blockchain. [46] addressed the problem of time con-
sumption in multiple signature endorsement transactions.
Their new schemes helped to achieve secure, transaction
efficiency and low storage utilisation.Partial random sig-
nature generation attacks are the most common type of
attack in a multi-signature environment. [47] proposed a
Schnorr based multi-signature with a verifiable and deter-
ministic nonce that can work non-interactively with a zero-
knowledge proof. [48] proposed a multi-party computa-
tion protocol that is computationally cheap than the similar
multi-signature model. They achieved a considerable con-
tribution to privacy protection in blockchain. Their main
idea was to merge and sign transactions under anonymous
conditions using Pedersen commit with the Schnorr sig-
nature.[49] used a combination of identity and Schnorr to
authenticate the mobile system. Their method was pro-
posed as an alternative to certificate-based proxy methods
and are secure against possible attacks. The multi-party
ElGamal and Schnorr based signature for authentication
proposed by [50] achieved multi-party computation across
the unauthentic channel.[51] proposed a new Secret Hand-
shake scheme with a Multi-Symptom Intersection derived
from a Schnorr signature. They authorised Private Set In-
tersection only if their target authentication policies are sat-
isfied to execute. [52] proposed a new single and multi
blind signature scheme that combines the Schnorr signa-
ture schemes and RSA based. MuSig is a new Schnorr-
based multi-signature scheme proposed by [53].The use of
Schnorr signatures makes it simple, efficient and support
key aggregation. In [54] the authors introduced a secu-
rity model for general aggregate signature schemes based
on multi-user and thereby achieved a significant reduction
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EC/DSS/DSA Domain Solution #
Edwards Curve IoT Security enhancement [9], [13], [44], [45], [17] , [76]
ECC [19], [43]

Table 4: Elliptic and Edwards curve application in IoT.

in key size. [55] proposed a novel trust management sys-
tem based on ECC for the MANET and classified different
trust levels and types of attackers. [56] focused their work
on developing path-checking protocols to ensure that sup-
ply chains have valid paths. Their method achieved multi-
signatures and verification based on a modified Schnorr
signature scheme. [57] the authors used developers self-
signature and centre’s signature on Schnorr’s based signa-
ture scheme and created an Android self-signature policy.
[58] created a scheme for signatures with multivariate lin-
ear polynomials using Schnorr’s signature scheme and El-
Gamal public key cryptography for verification based on a
threshold. [59] presented a comprehensive resilient secu-
rity framework for multipath routing wireless ad hoc net-
works. They were using a self-certified public key and
an integrated multi-signature scheme to ensure secure data
transfer. Table 5 on page 283 summarize multi-signature
implementation using Schnorr signature.

3.5 Aggregate signature using Schnorr’s
signature

In this sub-section research works on various application of
Aggregate signature using Schnorr’s signature are reviewed
and presented.

[60] proposed Key Aggregable Interactive Aggregate
Signatures (KAIAS), which has a verification function that
uses only a single aggregated public key, dynamic signa-
ture aggregation, and only allows messages to be signed
only by the message initiator. These benefits benefited in
reducing the size of signatures for Bitcoin implementation.
[61] proposed an alternative to the current Bitcoin signature
scheme with the Schnorr signature scheme, based aggre-
gation scheme.Their protocol allowed participants to run a
decentralised mixer on the Bitcoin blockchain to exchange
coins. [62] demonstrated that the aggregate signature from
groups actually works against the ordinary implementation
of DSA based aggregate signatures with Schnorr’s vari-
ants. Their proposed scheme had maximum performance
and compatibility. [63] compared a non-interactive aggre-
gate signature cryptographic scheme to the ECDSA crypto-
graphic schemes with Schnorr. Their work showcased the
need for enhancement with a non-interactive model. [64]
analysed Mimblewimble’s provable security and formally
demonstrated that under standard assumptions, the infla-
tion and coin theft can be provably secured using Peder-
sen commitments with Schnorr or Pedersen commitments
with BLS signatures. [54] introduced a multi-user se-
cure model for conventional aggregate signature schemes,
in disparity to BGLS’s original. They achieved a reduc-
tion of key-prefixed BLS security in a multi-user model.

They also used Katz and Wang technique to demonstrate
a reduction from a variant of multi-user key-prefixed [65]
used lightweight identity-based Schnorr signature scheme
and proposed an identity-based aggregate signature scheme
variant where signer need not agree on common random-
ness. The scheme reduced time-consuming bilinear pairing
operation, making it computationally effective. [76] pro-
posed an aggregate signature scheme, which can be used
in [77] to enhance the data privacy and has the potential to
be applied in [78] an pipelined cryptography verification to
provide a novel hybrid method.

Table 6 on page 283 shows the application of Schnorr’s
signature for Aggregate signature

4 Elliptic curve cryptography
The last decade showed a slow transition of the Digital sig-
nature from the RSA signature to DS, and towards ECC
with modern inventions, the shift focused on optimised per-
formance. Modern cryptography based on the ECDSA is
the adoption trend due to its key length, signature length,
security level and performance [66]. The Elliptic curve
has taken a broad, proven space in cryptography, replac-
ing its ancestor DSA. The elliptic curve has a successor
called the edwards curve, and they are taking up the elliptic
curve in cryptography space. edwards curve have a supe-
rior advantage and doubling and tripling than the Weier-
strass form of the elliptic curve. Edwards addition laws
do not have exceptions as in the Weierstrass curve. Elliptic
curves concepts are widely used for ECC. Harold Edwards,
in 2007 explores and studied the Elliptic curve family and
presented a new addition named Edwards curves. The Ed-
wards curve became the core of the Edwards curve digi-
tal signature algorithm (EdDSA). EdDSA offers standard
performance and overcomes most of the security problems
faced by conventional digital signature schemes (DSSs).

4.1 Elliptic Curve DSA (ECDSA) and
Edwards Curve DSA (EdDSA)

Figure 4 represents the flow of EdDSA and ECDSA.

4.2 Basic operations
4.2.1 Addition

The Edwards curve handles addition and doubling using
the same formula compared with another version of the
curve that uses different operation formulas. Addition law
is a century-old but captured cryptography attention in the
recent decade. Unlike other elliptic curves that use chords
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EC / DSS / DSA Domain Solution #
Schnorr’s signature Blockchain

Security enhancement

[46], [48]
General [58]
Healthcare [51]
Network [59]
Mobile Security enhancement, Authentication [49], [57]
Supply chain [56]
Cryptocurrency Security enhancement, Performance optimisation [47]

ECC Mobile Security enhancement, Trust Management [55]
Boneh-Gentry-Lynn Security Security enhancement [54]

Table 5: Schnorr’s signature for Multi-signature.

EC/DSS/DSA Domain Solution #

Aggregate
and
Schnorr Signature

Blockchain

Verification speed

[62]Security enhancement
Storage optimisation

Cryptocurrency

Security enhancement

[60]
[61]
[63]
[64]

Computation improvement
Signature size
Security enhancement
Speed improvement
Signature size-reduction
Security enhancement

Security
Enhancement

Security enhancement
[54],[75]
[65],[73]

Security enhancement
Identity authentication

Table 6: Aggregate signature using Schnorr’s signature.

Figure 4: Flowchart of EdDSA and ECDSA.

and tangent to construct a point, the Edwards curve uses its
method as a form of unit circle addition law. This says that
if there are (x1,y1) and (x2,y2) in the Edwards curve the
following (x3,y3) are known to be derived from the same
curve such that x3 = (x1.y2 + x2.y1)/(a.(1+x1.y1x.2.y2))
and y3 = (y1.y2 — x1.x2)/(a.(1 — x1.y1x2.y2))

4.2.2 Doubling

Similarly, the doubling property can be applied by replac-
ing (x2, y2) with (x1, y1) in the addition formula to ob-
tain the doubling formula (x1, y1) + (x1, y1) = (x3, y3)
such that x3 = (x1.y1 + x1.y1)/(a.(1+x1.y1.x1.y1)) and y3
= (y1.y1 — x1.x1)/(a.(1 — x1.y1.x1.y1)) This makes Ed-
wards curves calculate a target point quickly [2].

4.2.3 Domain parameter and Key generation

Key generation starts with a self-generated private key and
initializes the domain parameters. The generated private
key is not accessible from outside by any third party. The
public key is generated using the private key and the ini-
tialised parameter. This public key is accessed and readable
from the outside. The private and public key pair ensure
transmission protection.

4.2.4 Signature computation

The Edwards curve uses a hash of message instead of a
random number, making this system collision-free and a
different key for every message. Signature computation is
based on the SHA algorithm are fixed length. The signature
and the private key are used to generate a signature and sign
the message. This digital signature allows the receiver to
determine authenticity and offer non-repudiation.
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4.2.5 Signature verification

Signature verification is a process by which the system can
determine the authenticity of the message using the public
key. The operation required the public key, digital signature
and message.

Table 7 on page 285 represents the arithmetic operation
cost comparison of the Edwards curve with other curves
used in ECC.

4.3 Elliptic vs Edwards curve
EdDSA is a deterministic elliptic curve signature scheme
with two curves Ed25519 and Ed448 [68]. ECDSA relies
on cyclic groups over the finite field of the curve and is of
discrete logarithm problem and a variant of the ElGamal
signature scheme. The more improved version EdDSA is
a variant based on Schnorr’s signature scheme. EdDSA is
simple, secure and fast compare with ECDSA.

4.3.1 Comparison of EdDSA vs ECDSA

The comparison of basic arithmetic, group law, and prime
order are optimal for EdDSA. Curve safety is high in Ed-
DSA. The performance of EdDSA is high in the segment
and prevents security flaws. In the case of key loss or stolen
its impossible to recovery in EdDSA. All of this is pre-
sented in 8 on page 285. Table 8 on page 285 tabulates the
Comparison of EdDSA vs ECDSA as derived from [68]
and [69]. Table 9 on page 285 presents the parameter com-
parison as presented in [70].

4.3.2 Security comparison

As presented in Figure 5 on page 284, the Edwards curve
security level is far stronger at all security levels of 128,192
and 256 compared with the Weierstrass curve. Security
level comparison of rho complexity is derived from [71]
and [72].

Figure 5: Security level[71] and complexity compari-
son[72].

4.3.3 Cost comparison

Figure 6 on page 284 shows the comparison of the total
cost of TLS handshake both in compressed (C) and uncom-
pressed (U) formats, illustrating that the Edwards curve has

Figure 6: Cost estimate comparison[72].

Figure 7: Speed comparison of curves [73].

the best values compared to the elliptic curve. Total cost es-
timate derived from [72]

4.3.4 Computation comparison

Figure 7 on page 284 shows the computation comparison
on various curves. The Edwards curve has the least require-
ment, benefiting its implementation across various domains
where the computation resource limits and requires speedy
computation.

5 Discussion
Evidently, as noted by Bill gates in [74], the computing
society and researcher should ensure a continuous disas-
ter recovery plan and immediately switch to an alternative
method when an existing security method proves fallible.
This brings in the responsibility of the research community
to explore and keep a standby successor digital signature in
the event of a compromising situation or as an improvement
over the existing digital signature that supports the security
of digital technology. Elliptic curves and their variants have
been re-purposed and used widely since 1980; Our em-
pirical study demonstrates that the Edwards variant of the
curve can be considered a performance improvement alter-
native for application in blockchain and IoT domains. Our
review of the existing works shows the following 1).Ap-
plication of ECC in Blockchain and IoT 2).Application
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Curve ADD reADD mADD DBL UNI
Edwards 10M +1S+1D 10M+1S+1D 9M+1S+1D 3M+4S 10M+1S+1D
Hessian 12M 12M 10M 7M+1S 12M
Jacobi intersection 13M+2S+1D 11M+2S+1D 11M+2S+1D 3M+4S 13M+2S+1D
Jacobi quartic 10M+3S+1D 9M+3S+1D 8M+3S+1D 2M+6S+2D 10M+3S+1D
Projective 12M+2S 12M+2S 9M+2S 5M+6S+1D 11N+6S+1D

Table 7: Comparison of arithmetic operation cost [67].

Attribute Edwards Curve DSA Elliptic Curve DSA
Curves axˆ2 + yxˆ2 = 1 + dxˆ2yˆ2 yˆ2=xˆ3+ax+b
Signature scheme Schnorr signature scheme ElGamal signature scheme
Performance Faster Slower
Order Not prime order Prime order possible
Key recover Not possible Possible
Curve safety More Less
Curve form General Subset
Curve arithmetic Faster addition Slower
Group law Complete Exception

Table 8: Comparison of EdDSA vs ECDSA [68] [69].

Parameters ECDSA EdDSA
Length of Key 384b 10b
Time take for -
key generation(sec) 0.799s 0.0006s
sign generation(sec) 0.0016s 0.0002s
sign verification(sec) 0.0082s 0.0007s

Table 9: Parameter comparison [70].

of Schnorr’s signature for Multi and Aggregate signature
demonstrating. The application of ECC and Schnorr’s sig-
nature shown in all these work supports how the digital sig-
nature is part of almost all digital applications. Our quest
to find a performance improved alternative was solved with
superior primary basic operation properties on the Edwards
curve over the elliptic curve. 1).Addition used unit circle
addition law 2).Doubling had a fast target point calculation
than the elliptic curve 3).The private key and domain pa-
rameter are not accessible only the public key is exposed
for external use 4).The Signature computation is based on
hash, and 5).The verification is few expensive than other
curve forms as tabulated in Table 7 on page 285 , Table 8 on
page 285 and Table 9 on page 285. Direct secondary level
comparison on the Edwards vs elliptic curve was strong,
sound and clear on how Edwards outstood the predeces-
sor. Edwards curve implementation was able to achieve
1).A higher security level as illustrated in Figure 5 on page
284 2).competitive cost values as illustrated in Figure 6 on
page 284 3).speedy computation with fewer resource re-
quirements than elliptic curve based implementation as il-
lustrated in Figure 7 on page 284. Using Edwards curve in
building Cross-domain Applications in Internet of Things
such as [77] would provide performance improvement.

6 Conclusion
In this empirical study, we have provided a comparison
of EdDSA vs ECDSA and concluded that EdDSA has ad-
vantages over similar DSAs. The Edwards curve performs
simple and faster arithmetic and has high performance on
various applications. Signature generation does not man-
date the use of unique random numbers. An attack on the
system built using the Edwards curve is not catastrophic.
The key size and signature have small footprints; more-
over, they are complete and hash collision-resistant. Ed-
DSA is better than ECDSA and is recommended as a better
replacement but depends on the use case. ECDSA is still in
use on Bitcoin and Ethereum, as signature recovery is easy
compared to EdDSA.
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